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INTRODUCTION

The 1979 Florida Legislature passed the Transportation Services Act, Chapter 427, Florida

Statutes, which called for the coordination at the County level of all Federal and State
expenditures for the "transportation disadvantaged." The Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged (CTDI is the agency authorized to oversee implementation of
transportation service development plans for the transportation disadvantaged program in
Florida.
Chapter 427, F.S. requires each County to develop a Transportation Disadvantaged Service
Plan !TDSPI for the Transportation Disadvantaged program, w ith an update every three
years, at a minimum. The development and update of the TDSP must meet the
requirements of Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, as stated in Rule 41-2, Florida

Administrative Code.
The TDSP is used by the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) and the Local
Coordinating Board (LCB) to maintain and/or improve transportation services for the
transportation disadvantaged and to serve as a framework for performance evaluation.
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I. DEVELOPMENT PLAN
INTRODUCTION TO THE SERVICE AREA

Background
Collier County Board of County Commissioners (BCC) serves as the Community Transportation
Coordinator (CTCI for Collier County. Collier BCC was designated as the CTC in April 1999.
The BCC was autl)orized as the CTC tor a three-year term ending September 30, 2002. In
June 2002, through a Request for Proposal process, ATC was given the responsibilities of
managing coordination and carrying out the day-to-day activities of the Transportation
Disadvantaged (TO) program. Figure 1 shows the organizational structure of the Collier County
CTC.
Collier County CTC is considered a complete brokerage, contracting all fixed-route and
paratransit operations to private operators.

A TC obtains prior authorization for the trip,

schedules the trip and invoices the BCC on a monthly basis.
Collier Area Transit operates seven buses on a fixed-route system. The entire fleet is equipped
with lifts that are compatible with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). Private
operators provide TD paratransit service throughout the remaining portions of Collier County.
As the management company for the CTC, ATC performs the basic elements of coordination
for the TD program in Collier County, e.g., call intake, certification, eligibility, reservations,
scheduling, transportation, reporting, cost-sharing and information sharing. Collier County
provides administrative support for the TO program, such as grant writing, planning, and public
information.
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Figure 1
Collier County CTC Organizational Chart

Florida Commission for \he
Transportation Disadvantaged

i
I

-------------------~-----------------,I

I
:

Collier BCC (CTC)

I

Local Coordinating Board

ATC (Manager)

Transportation
Operators

CUSTOMERS
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Cottier County MPO

Consistency Review of Other Plans
Pertinent portions of the following plans were reviewed In order to determine consistency and
identify existing goals, objectives and policies that support transit.
Collier County's Growth Management Plan
Marco Island's Comprehensive Plan for Future Growth
City of Naples' Comprehensive Plan
Transit Development Plan for Collier Area Transit
Collier County 2025 Long-Range Transportation Plan
Collier County Comprehensive Pathway (Bicycle/Pedestrian) Plan
Transportation Improvement Program
Strategic Regional Policy Plan (SWFRPC)
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 5 and 20 year plans
Transit 2020: Florida's Strategic Plan for Public Transportation
This Service Plan is consistent with all of the above-referenced plans. By reducing the number
of individual trips and vehicles on the road, the coordinated system helps to address concerns
expressed in these plans regarding roadway safety and capacity constraints.
Local Coordinating Board Certification
See Appendix A for Collier County Coordinating Board Membership Certification.

SERVICE AREA PROFILE AND DEMOGRAPHICS
Description
Collier County is located on the southwest coast of Florida and occupies a land area of 2,026
square miles, making it the largest county in the State. The County shares its eastern border
with Broward and Dade counties, its northern border with Lee and Hendry counties, and Its
southern border with Monroe County. Specialized medical services (for children, veterans,
etc.) within Collier County are limited, and it is often necessary to transport clients to Fort
Myers or Miami.
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Demographics
Collier County consists of three incorporated areas: Naples, Marco Island, and Everglades City.
Because Collier County experiences a high influx of seasonal residents, maneuvering through
traffic is particularly difficult during the winter months.

Land Use
Employment, medical and social services are mainly concentrated in Naples. The cost of living
is high in Naples, and many people who are eligible for transportation under the TO program
live in outlying areas, such as Golden Gate City, Golden Gate Estates, and Immokalee.
Although not incorporated, Immokalee and Golden Gate City each have a population that is
nearly the same as Naples. yet Immokalee is located approximately 50 miles from Naples. This
disparity between where people live and where they need to go, creates a challenging
environment for delivery of transportation services. Additionally, the Naples urbanized area has
spread into Lee County, further complicating service delivery. Many people living in Bonita
Springs (in Lee County) may actually be closer to facilities in Naples (Collier County) than in
Fort Myers (within Lee County).
Population

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Collier County's 2000 population count was 251,377,
indicating 65% growth in the past 10 years. Table 1 shows growth and density for Collier
County and Florida.
Table 1
Population and Density

Collier County
Florida

152,099

251,377

65%

124

12,938,071

15,982,378

24%

296

Source: 1990, and 2000 population counts provided by U.S. Census 8u(eau

Age
At 44 years, Collier's median age continues to be higher than the State average of 39. Figure
2 compares Collier's age distribution to the State of Florida. Florida's largest age group is 024, with each age group progressing downward; Comer' s overall population is equal in its age
group distribution.
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Interestingly, Collier's age group separation can be clearly seen in its

.

. . ..:
communities. The average age in Naples and Marco Island is 61 and 60, respectively, while
the average age in Immokalee and Golden Gate is 25 and 30.

Figure 2
Population by Age
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Income
The 1999 per capita personal income (PCPI) for Collier County was $44,862. This ranked
Collier 1•• in the State and nation, 61% more than the State average PCP! of $27,781, and

57% greater than the national average PCPI of $28,546. For 2001, the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development recorded Collier County as having the highest median family
income in Florida, at $65,000. !See Figure 3.)

Figure 3
Median Family Income- 2001
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Employment

In 2001, Collier County had an unemployment rate of 3.9%, compared to an overall unemployment rate of 4.8% for the state. Table 2 compares the County and State employment
populations and unemployment rates.
Table 2
Labor Force Comparison (2001)

Cottier County
Florida

108.014

72.8%

3.9%

7.674.000

75.7%

4.8%

Source: Florida Research and Ecooomic Database, www.labormarketinfo.com

The largest employment industries in 2000 were services (35.8%). finance, insurance, and real
estate (14.9%). and retail trade (12.4%) . The slowest growing industry was state and local
government (increasing 8.3%); the fastest was construction (increasing 17 .4%).1
The five largest employers in Collier County are:
•

Collier County Public Schools

•

NCH Healthcare System

•

Publix Super Markets

•

Collier County Sheriffs Office

•

Collier County Government

Major Trip Generators

Table 3 lists some of the major trip generators/attractors in Collier County, in no particular
order.

' Bureau of Economic Analysis, www .bea.doc.gov
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Tabie ~
Major Trip Generators and Attractors
NaplesCBD
coasuand center Mall

Barefoot Beach Park
Bonita Beach Park

Venetian Village I and II
Wai-Mart (US 41 and Palm Dr)
Wa~Mart (US 41 North)
Carillon Place

Tiger Tall Beach
Wiggins State Park and Beach
Vanderbilt Public Beach
Lorenzo Walker Institute ofTechnology
Edison COllege
The Naples Garilsle (Assisted Living)

Pine Ridge Crossings

Naples COmmunity Hospital
Coltier COunty Government Comlex
Naples Municipal Airport

Buena Vida (Asslsled Living)

SERVICE ANALVSIS

This section presents estimates regarding the need and demand for transportation services
among the Transportation Disadvantaged (TO) population in Collier County. It provides a
quantitative transportation needs profile for the applicable TO populations and indicates unmet
need for transportation in the Collier County service area.
All estimates are based on the methodology described in Methodology Guidelines for
Forecasting TD Transportation Demand at the County Level, May 1993 and the Florida
Statewide Transportation Disadvantaged Plan: Population and Demand Forecasts 1996-2015,

July 1996.
Forecasts of TO Population
There are two categories of TO population in the State of Florida, the difference between
which is specifically related to funding arrangements. The first group is the "potential TO
population" {also known as TO Category 1). This potential TO population includes disabled,
elderly, low-income persons, and children who are "high-risk" or "at-risk."
The second group of TO population (also known as TO Category II), includes those persons
who are unable to transport themselves or to purchase transportation. These persons are
eligible to receive the same subsidies as those in Category I, plus they are eligible to receive TO
Trust Fund monies for non-sponsored general trips. Thus, this population group is actually a
subset of the potential TO population.
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Tabla 4
Forecasts of TO Populations in Collier County

Category II

100,239

103,718

107,321

111,054

114.862

118,813

16,175

16,686

17,212

17,758

18,277

18,815

Tables 5 and 6 break down the Potential TO Population and TO Population groups in Collier
County. Persons in either of these population groups may be heavily dependent on some form
of public transportation.

Table 5
2002 Collier County Potentlal Transportation
Disadvantaged Population (Category I)

Disabled,

Low Income

1.0%

Non-low Income

6.8%

Low Income

784

Non-Disabled,

54.8%
Lowlnrome

Total

8

0.8%

19.5%
100.239

100%

. -.

;

Table 6
2002 Collier County Transportation
Disadvantaged Population (Category II)
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2.8%

3,117

19.3%

401

2.5%

Transportation Disabled, Elderly, NorrLow Income

7,173

44.3%

Non~Transportation Disabled, Low Income, No Auto,
No Fixed-Route Transit

5,031

31.1%

Total Transportation Disadvantaged Population

16,1 75

100%

Transportation Disabled, Non-Elderly, Non-Low Income
Transportation Disabled, Elderly, Low lnooma

Demand for Program Trips
Persons in Category I are eligible to receive governmental and social service subsidies for
program trips. A program trip is one made by a client of a government or social service agency
for the purpose of participating in a program of that agency. Examples of program trips are
Medicaid trips, trips to congregate meal sites, or trips to job training facilities.
The estimated demand for program trips is shown in Table 7.

Program Trip demand is

dependent upon the existence of the program to which the potential TO population group is
transported. For example, demand for trips to sheltered workshops exists only because there
are sheltered workshop programs. Thus, the demand for program trips is equal to the number
of trips required to take advantage of the service offered by the program. Therefore, the
demand tor program trips depends on the funding level for the various social service programs.
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Table 7
Forecasts of Collier County
Program Trip Demand and Supply

2002

100,239

198,725

198,725

2003

103.718

206.674

206.674

2004

107,321

214,941

214,941

2005

111,054

223.538

223,538

2006

114,862

232.480

232,480

2007

118,813

241 ,779

241 ,779

Demand for General Trips
General trips are trips made by Transportation Disadvantaged persons (Category Ill to
destinations of their choice (not to agency programs). Examples of general trips are trips to
work or grocery stores and non-Medicaid medical trips. Deriving the demand for general trips
is different than for program trips. The methodology developed to forecast demand for general
trips involves the use of trip rates derived in a study of paratransit demand conducted in 1990
for the San Francisco Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission by Crain &
Associates, inc. and others (San Francisco Bay Area Regional Para transit Plan: Final Report).
The trip rates were developed from the actual experiences of paratransit systems around the
country that were meeting most or all of the trip demand in their service areas. The use of
these trip rates has been recommended by the Federal Transit Administration for estimating
demand for ADA complementary paratransit.
Total demand for general trips is simply the TO population multiplied by the trip rates. The TO
population (rather than the Potentia) TO population) was used to forecast demand, because the
TO population is the pool of persons eligible for general trips funded by the state. Table 8
shows the forecasts of the Collier County TO population, as well as demand and supply
estimates for general trips by the TO population for the years 2002 through 2007.
A gap exists between demand for general trips and the supply of these trips. Unmet demand
refers to demand that currently exists in the TO transportation market, but is not being met
due to factors such as funding, price, convenience, comfort, eligibility, and the availability of
other transportation modes.
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Forecasts of Collier County
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2002

16,175

232,920

92,583

140,337

2003

16,686

240,278

96.216

144,063

2004

17,212

247,653

99,991

147,862

2005

17,758

255,715

103,915

151,800

2006

18,277

263,189

107,992

155,197

2007

18,815

270,936

112,230

158,706

It should be noted that the figures related to the demand and supply of TO general purpose
trips in Collier County include trips that will also fall under the category of ADA complementary
paratransit services. The ADA provides for unconstrained delivery of paratransit trips for
persons who cannot use the fixed·route bus system due to the nature and/or extent of their
disability. Persons may be certified as eligible for ADA paratransit trips, as well as TO general
purpose trips. Therefore, the figures for unmet demand included in Table 8 are inflated and
reflect some duplication in the calculation of trip demand.
Barriers to Coordination
In Collier County and across the State, there is more demand for TO services than supply.
Even though financing for TO services was recently increased, it cannot make up for the length
of time that funding remained constant. With increased fuel costs, inflation, and a rapidly·
increasing population, this means there is actually less money available to transport more
people.
Some social service agencies have had their transportation funding reduced, causing the
burden t o be shifted to TO. There is a concern that some agencies see TO as an opportunity
to reduce their own budgets for transportation services.
Although the Statute assigns to the CTC the responsibility of bringing non-profit and/or for·
profit agencies under the coordinated umbrella, the Statute contains no penalty for those who
are in non-compliance.
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Other barriers to TO coordination include:
•

The administrative encumbrance of Medicaid, including prior authorization and attempts
to collect co·pay.

•

Rules of the program are interpreted differently by those involved.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The mission of the Collier County Local Coordinating Board is
To carry out a coordinated and comprahsnsivs approach to planning,
dsvaloping, and providing transponation ssrvlcss that mBflt ths nBBtls
of transponstion disadvantaged parsons.
ATC's mission is
To coordinats and provids trsnsponstion to tha disadvantaged, disabled
end general pubUc in 11 quaUty, sfficifmt, cost sffsctivs msnnBr; end to
be a productive snd supponive ent;ty within Collier County.

In order to carry out these missions, the following goals and objectives have been adopted:
GOAL 1: Implement a fully coordinated transportation system
Objective 1 •1
Maximize coordination with public and private agencies and other transportation
operators
Objective 1 .2
Coordinate efforts with Collier Area Transit
Objective 1 . 3
Communicate and coordinate with other counties to promote ride-sharing practices and
transportation arrangements
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GOAL 2: Provide an efficient and effective coordin~ted transportation service
Objective 2.1
1ncrease effective use of transportation service

Objective 2.2
Consistently provide on-time service
Objective 2.3
Track and improve call-hold time
Objective 2.4
Maximize effective transfer of individuals to the fixed-route system

GOAL 3: Distribute information on Transportation Disadvantaged services
Objective 3.1
Maximize accessibility of service information

GOAL 4: Operate a safe transportation system
Objective 4. 1

' that services are provided in accordance with CTD end FOOT standards and
Ensure
recommendations

GOAL 5: Provide quality transportation services
Objective 5.1
Maximize accountability of service providers
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Three-Year Transportation Disadvantaged Improvement Program
Collier County's Implementation Plan is to continue with its program of providing service with
modern, clean, and efficient vehicles and equipment by utilizing ongoing upgrades and
replacements within available funding capacity. Specific capital projects and activities are
listed in the implementation schedule.
This year, Collier Area Transit will eliminate operating a deviated fixed-route system and begin
a standard fixed-route with complementary paratransit.

This means that CAT will begin

assessing passengers for ADA-eligibility. The assessment process can then be used for TO
passengers, as well. If a TO trip has an origin and destination within the fixed-route, it will be
necessary for the passenger to use the fixed-route, unless qualified for paratransit service
under ADA. This supports and emphasizes the use of fixed-route bus passes and tickets.
Shifting trips to the fixed-route system will help increase capacity on the paratransit system,
and reduce trip costs within the coordinated system.
Plans are also underway to expand the fi xed-route service area to Marco Island, and increase
frequency of service to Immokalee.
Implementation Schedule

2002/03

•

Process underway to procure four replacement vehictes for paratr:ansit f\eet

•

Begin complementary paratransit service with ADA·efiglbiUty, Including mandatory use of

fixed-route for TO trips when the origin and desllnation are wijhin the fixed-route area.

2003104

•

Purchase three replacement vehicles for paratransit fleet

•

Increase frequency of fixed-route service to Immokalee

•

Expand fixed-ro..te service to Marco Island

•

Purchase two vehicles for expansion of paratransit fleet

•

Explore POSSibility of extended service hours on fixed·route system

2004105
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II.

SERVICE PLAN

OPERATIONS ELEMENT

Types, Hours and Days of Service
The Collier County CTC provides two types of transportation services to the public - a fixedroute system and a door-to-door paratransit service.
The fixed-route system operates five routes, six days a week (Monday through Saturday),
between approximately 6:00a.m. and 7 :15 p.m. All buses are air-conditioned, wheelchair
accessible, and equipped with racks for bicycle storage. Service for TD clients is available
seven days a week, 24 hours a day.

All paratransit service is provided by contracted

operators. Drivers will assist anyone who appears to need assistance, especially the frail,
elderly, and those who are mentally or physically disabled. Drivers will not go into a home and
cannot go to rooms of nursing homes or hospitals, due to time constraints and liability issues.
Office hours are from 7:00a.m. to 5 :30p.m., Monday through Friday. After hours calls are
forwarded to one of the contracted carriers who provides service 24 hours a day.
Nearly all trips have an origin and destination within Collier County; however, out-of-County
trips are provided for Medicaid clients.
Accessing Services
Calls for reservations come into a central reservations office at ATC. All users of the system
are in a central database in the computer system. Passengers call the central reservations
number to schedule an appointment. Calls for reservations are generally taken until 2:00p.m ..
the day before service is desired; however, reservations may be made after that time, as
circumstances dictate. During the slow summer months, there is more of a possibility of

taking calls after the published cut-off t imes.

Operator manifests are distributed to the

operators by 5:00 p.m. the day before the scheduled trips.

Eligibility
People who meet the definition of Transportation Disadvantaged and meet income criteria and
have no other means of transportation may qualify for sponsorship from the Transportation
Disadvantaged Trust Fund. Those seeking sponsorship from the Trip/Equipment Grant will be
asked to complete an application.
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Prioritization

Coordinated Trips that are funded by the Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund are
managed by the Community Transportation Coordinator, (CTC) according to the LCB's
Prioritization Policy. The Policy ranks certain trip purposes in a priority order, and has a co-pay,

based upon the passenger's income. (See Rate and Fare Structure in Section IV for a detailed
explanation of co-payment/fare determination.) Funding is allocated according to a monthly
spending plan.

Trips are provided based on trip efficiency, seating availability, and available

funding. There may be times when the CTC cannot provide every trip requested. Passengers
may be asked if they could take their trip on a different day, when there may be more availability. The CTC has been directed to impose performance measures on all trip requests.
Table 9
Trip Purpose Prioritization

,

IIEDICAL -medical, dental, 01 tberapeu1ic services Including hospital apj)OintmeniS; clinic viSits; dialy~s: heallh
department; speech, ocarpational. physical therapies; psycl1iallic, psychologlcal w;loos.

-

$4.00 regular
$3.00 waiver

EMPLOYIIENT-WOik or employmentlraining educallon such as JPTA. Job Se<vice and vocational technical

2
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a. Permanent ~al>l~y employment trips
b. Eldert\' or low Income employment trips

$4.00 regular
S3.00wti.vet

3

NUTRITIONAL - adult congregate meal programs, breakfast P<ograms, food stamp PfOCUren>ent end food shoppiog
1rips.

$4.00 regular
$3.00waiver

4

GROUP RECREATION lo< Disobltd Ponengm - Group 1rips booked tlvough a single rese~Vation rnques1 for
non-essential. non...,ploymen1 related activ~es sucll as: bowling, bingo, beach, parf<s, restauraniS, Iibraries, or
lheateiS. A group is defined as a minimum of tour {4) passenQOfS having eilher the same llip origination 01 destination.

Each
passenger in

5

SOCIAL for ogeney-rolaled activity - Support S<>rvloos such aslhooe through Oepartment of Chlldren and
Families. Oept. of Vocational Rehabilltalion, mental health oontars, churches, senio< cilizen programs {exoludilg
nullltionaf pccgrams.)

6

GROUP RECREATION for tldetly or Jow.lncomo pnH111Jers - G<oup llips booked through a single reservation
request for non-essential, non-employment relaled activities such as: boWflng, bingo, beach, parf<s, restauraniS,
libraries. theaters. A group is defr\ed as a minimum of tour (4) passengeiS having either !he samellip origination or
destinatioo.

7

PERSONAL BUSJ NESS - non-agency activities essential to maintenance ol ifldependeooe Including banking,
shopping (nonfood sllopping), legal appointments, etc.
a. Oisabied, elderly or low income
b. T~ lor persons with a self-created transportalion hardship

~ppays

$4.00 par trip
$4.00 regular
$3.00 waiver

Each
passenge< in
group pays
$4.00 par trip
$4.00 regular
$3.00waiver

Transportation Operators

Collier County is a complete brokerage system contracting with four transportation operators
for provision of service. Table 10 lists operators currently under contract.
Table 10
Contract ,Providers
-
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Checker Cab

Nick Whitney

A,W

All

Caring for Kids

Gabe Tejerina

A.W

All

Michael Bondarenko

A

All

Allen GregoJY

s

All

A & S Transportation
AC Non-Emergency Transportation

._.

l

A ; Ambulatory; W ;: Wheeldlair; S = Stretcher

Public Transit Utinzation
Public transit utilization is an integral part of the overall CTC network. All TO and Medicaid
clients whose origin and destination are within the fixed route service area are required to use
the fixed-route as their primary mode of transportation.
School Bus Utiftzation
At this time, there is no school bus utilization in effect. The school buses are designed with
the f irst step of the stairway being very high, most buses are not air conditioned, and the ride
itself is too rough for frail elderly passengers. All things considered, the elderly and disabled
cannot comfortably utilize the school buses. And, since the CTC would have to pay the school
bus rate, the cost to use school buses may be impractical.
Vehicle Inventory
Appendix B contains the fleet inventory for all vehicles used in the Collier County coordinated
system.
System Safety Program Plan Certification
Appendix C contains the System Safety Program Plan Certification.
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Intercounty Services

At this time, there are no intercounty service agreements in effect. However, the CTC and
ATC are open to investigating the possibility of intercounty coordination with lee County in
order to increase efficiency.
Natural Disaster/ Emergency Preparedness
The CTC participates with the Collier County Emergency Evacuation Services. This group
meets when necessary. Thus far, all special needs persons have been identified and a plan for
evacuation exists. The plan is to identify all persons with special needs so that in the event of
an evacuation, the CTC will print out a list of passengers. That list w ill be used as a run sheet
for the operators.
Marketing
A TC management attends many interagency meetings in order to educate a myriad of potential
users and sponsoring agencies. There are brochures/rider guides distributed to social service
agencies, doctors' offices, and new riders describing the transportation services. Speaking

requests are never refused.
Acceptable Altematives
When a purchasing agency has a transportation need that cannot be met by existing
coordination efforts, a system is in place to arrange coordination with the agency in an effort
to meet their extenuating circumstances.
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Ill.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

SERVICE STANDARDS
Drug and Alcohol Testing
Besides the Federal Transit Administration (FTA} Drug Program, the CTC maintains a Drug Free
Workplace. All safety sensitive job positions comply with the pre-employment, randomization,
post-accident, and reasonable suspicion testing requirements of the FTA.
Driver Identification
Drivers are required to announce and identify themselves by name and company in a manner
that is conducive to communications with specific passengers, upon pickup except in
situations where the driver regularly transports the rider on a recurring basis. All drivers are to
have a name badge displayed at all times when transporting passengers.
Seating
Vehicle seating should not exceed the manufacturer's recommended capacity.
Passenger Loading Assistance
All drivers shall provide the passenger with boarding assistance, if necessary or requested, to
the seating portion of the vehicle. The boarding assistance shall include opening the vehicle
door, fastening the seat belt or utilization of wheelchair securement devices, storage of
mobility assistive devices, and closing the vehicle door. Passengers, especially frail and elderly
and/ or disabled, shall be assisted from the door of their pick up point to the door of their
destination.
Other assistance may be provided except in situations in which providing assistance would not
be safe for passengers remaining on the vehicle.

Assisted access must be in a dignified

manner. Drivers may not assist passengers in wheelchairs more than one step up or down.

Smoking, Drinking and Eating
There will be no smoking on any vehicles in the coordinated system. Eating and drinking on
board the vehicle is prohibited.
Passenger Property
Passengers will be allowed to bring up to four shopping bags onto the vehicle. Bags must fit
under the passenger's seat, and/or on their lap.
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Child Restraints
All passengers under the age of 5 and/or under 50 pounds will be required to use a child
restraint device. This device will be provided by the parent or sponsoring agency.
Local Toll-Free Number
The local toll-free phone number will be included in the complaint process. This number,
1-800-694-6566, will be posted on the right visor of all vehicles with numbers three inches
high.

The CTC will also explore other methods to communicate the phone numbers to

passengers.
Consumer Comments/Complaints
There shall be no more than two complaints per 1,000 trips. The LCB should evaluate the CTC
based upon the number of complaints that are resolved, versus unresolved. Any noticeable
increase in the number of complaints as recorded in the quarterly report should be discussed by
the LCB.
Escorts and Children
Children under age 12 or individuals reqUiting special assistance will be required to be
accompanied by one escort.

The escort must be an adult and must be able to provide

necessary assistance to the passenger. Waivers may be granted on a case-by-case basis.
Transfer Points
Vehicle transfer points will be located in a safe, secure place.
Passenger/Trip Database
The CTC management entity will collect and store in a database the name, phone number,
address, funding source, eligibility, and special requirements of each passenger.
Bilnng
All payments shall be paid to subcontractors within seven calendar days after receipt of
payment by the CTC.
Contract Monitoring
The CTC will perform ongoing monitoring and an annual evaluation of the contracted operators
according to the LCB' s evaluation process, using applicable portions of the evaluation
materials.
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Passenger No-5hows
Passenger no-show is a trip not cancelled one hour prior to the appointment time. After the
second no-show, the passenger will be notified by mail. If there is a sponsoring agency, it will
be sent a copy of the letter. Upon the third no-show in thirty days, the rider will be advised
that transportation services have been suspended for thirty days. Pursuant to Medicaid policy,
Medicaid passengers may be suspended, but Medicaid will not pay for no-shows or cancelled
trips.
Training
All drivers will be annually certified in First Aid. All drivers will be certified every two years in
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation {CPR).
Vehicle Cleanliness
The interior of all vehicles shall be free from dirt, grime, oil, trash, torn upholstery, damaged or
broken seats, protruding metal or other objects or materials which could soil items placed in
the vehicle or provide discomfort for the passenger. All vehicles shall be cleaned {interior and
exterior) on a regular schedule.
Out-of-service-Area Trips
The CTC will provide out-of-service-area trips on weekdays for medical reasons, on a case-bycase basis, dependent upon funding availability.
Vehicle Equipment
All vehicles will be equipped with two-way communication devices.
All vehicles in the coordinated system shall have working air conditioning and heating.
Vehicles that do not have a working air conditioner and/or heater will be scheduled for repair or
replacement within five days. Should a vehicle incur a problem, it will be repaired as soon as
possible. The owner/operator is responsible for its repair.
The priority is that the CTC provides transportation. If a vehicle's air conditioning or heating is
not functioning properly, and, if there are no other vehicles available, the passengers will be
transported, rather than canceling a trip. Passengers with health conditions affected by air
conditioning or lack thereof will be notified if their vehicle's air conditioning is not working, and
the passenger will be given an opportunity to decide whether or not to take the trip.
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Pick-Up Window
Passengers are not given a set pick-up time. Instead, they are told to be ready for their ride to
arrive up to an hour before their appointment time. The ere may negotiate special pick-up
arrangements with the customer, in advance, as the situation dictates. Passengers will be
dropped off 30 minutes early to zero minutes after their scheduled appointment time, with
certain exceptions negotiated in advance. Medical appointments and employment must follow
the "30 minutes early to zero minutes late" policy.
All return trips are scheduled in advance. There is a 30-minute window. Passengers should
expect their return vehicle to arrive at the scheduled time, up 30 minutes after the scheduled
return time. Passengers can expect their return trip to take up to 90 minutes from the time
they are seated on the vehicle.
On-Time Performance
The ere will have an 85% on-time performance rate for all completed trips.
Ride Time
The eTe will make every effort to abide by funding agencies' stated ride times. Passengers
can expect to return home within 90 minutes of their pick-up. In situations where it becomes

apparent that the ride time will exceed 90 minutes (accidents and vehicular breakdowns), the
eTe will make every effort to contact the families of the passengers by telephone.
Advance Reservations
There will be a minimum 24-hour notice requirement tor all trips scheduled within the coordinated system. Passengers with an urgent need to travel should call the eTe. Same day trip
requests cannot be guaranteed, however, the ere will attempt to accommodate the request.
Background Checks
All drivers in the coordinated system must have a favorable background from the Florida
Department of Law Enforcement ("favorable" according to the Department of Children and
Families policies and procedures).
Public Transit Utilization
There shall be a one percent utilization of coordinated trips on the fixed-route system.
Accidents
There should be no more than of 1 .2 accidents per 100,000 miles.
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Roadcalls
There should be no less than 10,000 miles between each roadcall.
Call-Hold
All calls should be answered within tl)ree rings.
Service Effectiveness

The CTC shall attempt to:
1 . Increase the number of passenger trips per vehicle hour
2. Maintain the cost per passenger trip
3. Maintain the cost per vehicle hour

LOCAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

The adopted grievance procedure for Collier County is set forth in Appendix D.

CTC

EVALUATION PROCESS

Evaluation of the Collier County CTC is conducted by the LCB Evaluation Subcommittee, using
the Goals and Objectives of the local TDSP and the Evaluation Workbook of the CTD.
For information regarding monitoring and evaluation of operators and coordination contract, see

Section Ill, Service Standards.
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IV. COST/REVENUE ALLOCATION AND FARE STRUCTURE JUSTIFICATION
COST REVENUE ALLOCATION

The rate structure is based on the type of trip and geographic zones in the service area. Trips
lor individuals are the most costly, with centralized and subscription group trips costing less.
Appendix E contains the Cost Effectiveness and Efficiency worksheets from the most recent
CTC evaluation.
RATE AND FARE STRUCTURE

Service
Urban
Urban Group'

Rate
$12.00
$9.50

Rural

$27.50

Rural Group 1

$14.50

Stretcher

$24.00 plus $1.50 per grid mile

Hourly Rate•

$45.00

Out of Area

$12.50 plus $1.40 per grid mile

CAT full-fare one-way ticket

$1.00

CAT reduced fare one·way ticket

$0.50

CAT full·fare 31-day pass

$20.00

CAT reduced f;lre 31-day pass

$12.00

'Four or more passengers traveling to/from a common point
From one common point to another. Also used for emergency evacuation.

2

Passenger Co-Pay (fare)

Most of the cost of the trip is paid for through the grant from the TO Trust Fund; however,
passengers must also contribute a co-pay. Co-pay is based on the passenger's household
income. Passengers whose annual income exceeds the maximum limits in the chart, below,
pay $4.00 per trip; those whose annual income falls within the maximum limits in the chart
pay $3.00 per trip; and those whose annual income is at or below the poverty level limits in
the chart may qualify for a $2.00 waiver, at the discretion of the CTC's manager or designee.
Passengers must make their requests for waivers in writing.
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1 Person

$8,050

2 Persons

$10,850

3 Persons

$ 8.051 -$12.074

$12,075

$10.850

$10.850-$16.274

$16.275

$13.650

$13,650

$13,650 -- $20.474

$20.475

4 Persons

$ 16,450

$16.450

$16,450- s 24.674

$24,675

5 Persons

$19.250

$19.250

$19.250 - $ 28.874

$28.875

6 Persons

$22,050

$22.050

$22.050 -- s 33,074

$33,075

7 Persons

$24,850

$24.850

$24,850- s 37,274

$37.275

8 Persons

$27.650

$27,650

$27,650-$41 ,474

$41,475

Each extra
person in

+$2,800

+$2,800

household
Sourc6: 1998 Foderal Poverty GuidtHinos. a.s published 24 Feb. 1998 in WI ~derst RogiSter
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PEER AND TREND ANALYSIS

CTC TREND ANALYSIS

A trend analysis was completed to compare the performance of the Collier County CTC over
time. The purpose of the analysis is to examine the performance of the CTC over the past five
fiscal years.

The trend comparison analyzed data for fiscal years 1997 through 2001.

Table 11 shows the performance indicators and measures for each of the five fiscal years.
This trend analysis represents a combined set of statistics for all TO transportation services
coordinated through the CTC, including TO and Medicaid paratransit, and subscription service.
Fixed·route service in Collier County did not begin until Spring 2001 .
The first measure shown in Table 11 is total passenger trips, which includes all passenger trips
provided or coordinated by the CTC. The number of total trips has declined incrementally
during the trend period.

In fact, from fiscal year 1997 to fiscal year 2001, total trips

decreased by 45 percent.
Total vehicle miles and total revenue miles have increased during the trend, with a peak in FY
1999. From FY 1997 to FY 2001, total vehicle miles increased by 17 percent, whereas total
revenue miles increased by nearly 121 percent. This outcome is counterproductive, since
passenger trips have decreased over the same time period.
The next measure in Table 11, passenger trips per TO capita, demonstrates the service
provided to the TO population in Collier County. The trend has steadily fallen since FY 1997.
As of FY 2001, this measure is 28 percent below its FY 1997 value.
Vehicle miles per paratransit passenger trips could be assumed to represent the average trip
length of paratransit trips provided under the coordinated system in Collier County. This trend
has gone up substantially over the five·year period . From FY 1997 to FY 2001, this measure
increased by more than 95%, from 5.92 miles/trip to 11.58 miles/trip.
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Tabl e 11
Trend Analysis for Collier County CTC

Miles

Capital

Miles

Operating Expense C)8f ParattanSit
Passenger Trip

Expense per VehJcle Mile
100,000 Vehicle Miles
Miles between RoadcsUs

LOe&l Revenue Pet
Total Revenue)

131,247

125,757

119,980

90,692

108,815

-17. 1%

777.496

1,051,379

1,528,440

1,159.722

1,260.486

.e2.1%

509,673

733,621

1,316,902

1,031,283

1,125,704

+120.9%

1.56

1.44

1.33

0.97

1.12

·28.2%

5.92

8.36

13.77

12.79

11.58

+95.6%

$11 .13

$13.24

$15.16

$17.86

$14.62

+31.4%

$ 1.88

$1.58

$ 1.10

$1-40

$1.26

-33.0%

ooc/4et>1$

1.90

0.79

0.43

0.40

40.0%

43.194

61,846

127,370

26,970

23,783

44.9%

30.76%

31 .62%

16.04%

37.53%

41 .92%

+36.3%

Sovrcs: Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged: Annual Performance Reports, 1997-2001.

The next two measures in Table 1 1 measure the cost efficiency of the services provided and
coordinated by the CTC . Operating expense per paratransit passenger trip has experienced a
31 percent increase, from $11 .13 in FY 1g97 to $14.62 in FY 2001. This is to be expected,
given the increased vehicle miles per passenger trip. In contrast, operating expense per vehicle
mile has decreased by 33 percent ov er the period .
Qualit y of service and safety measures are also included in Table 11. The accidents per
100,000 vehicle miles item measures a transportation system's safety. There was no specific
downward or upward trend for this measure over the five-year period. No accidents were
reported in FY 1997. From FY 1998 to FY 2001 accidents per 100,000 miles have decreased
by 4 0 percent. The quality of service measure that is included in Table 11 is vehicle miles
between roadcalls (or service interruptions) . Quality of Serv ice in Collier County has been
negative over the five-year trend period, decreasing by almost 4 5 percent from FY 1997 to FY
2001.

During FY 1999, this measure was at its highest peak, 127,370 miles between

roadcalls.
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Finally, the measure related to local revenue collected within the coordinated system has
increased by 36 percent over the five-year trend period. During FY 1999, local revenue was at
its lowest (16.04%). whereas FY 2001 shows the highest percentage of local contribution
(nearly 42%) .
These trends illustrate the performance of the CTC over a five-year trend period. Many factors
and policies can affect these numbers; as such, they are presented for information purposes
only. It should be noted that immediately prior to FY 2000, there was a change in the CTC for
Collier County, including new software and data collection, which could explain a difference in
reporting.

Explanation and critique should be conducted within the purview of the Local

Coordinating Board.

CTC PEER REVIEW ANALYSIS
In this section, demographic characteristics of Collier County are compared to those of peer
Community Transportation Coordinators in Florida. In addition to a comparison of demographic
characteristics, the review will compare performance measures within the Transportation
Disadvantaged program.
Collier is compared to its CTC peers, which were selected based on its similarity with peers in
the following five categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Demographic characteristics
System size (measured in terms of annual TO ridership)
Operating environment (urban or rural service area designation)
Organization type (transit agency, government, private non-profit, or private
for-profit)
Network type (sole provider, partial brokerage, or complete brokerage).

According to the Evaluation Workbook for Community Transportation Coordinators and
Providers in Florida, prepared by CUTR, the Collier County CTC is categorized as a •size 4"
system 1100,000 - 199, 999 annual one-way passenger trips) that operates in an urban service
area (contains an urbanized area, with a population of over 50,000). is organized as a
governmental entity, and coordinated TO trips as a complete brokerage.
The three counties that were selected for the Collier County CTC peer review include: Alachua,
Martin and Okaloosa. Although these CTCs are not identical to Collier, they generally share
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similar demographic and systemic characteristics, as shown in Table 12. All three peer CTCs
operate in urban service areas. Two of the peer CTCs are organized as private non·profit
entities (Martin and Okaloosal ; each peer coordinated trips differently during the reporting
period. Alachua is a complete brokerage, Martin is a sole source provider, and Okaloosa is a
partial brokerage. Collier operated as a governmental entity and brokered all trips.
Comparative Demographics
Table 12 contains information for each of the peer counties on total population, potential
transportation disadvantaged population, population density, median age, and per capita
personal income. As shown in Table 12, Collier County is above the peer group mean in total
population, potential TO population, total square miles, median age, and per capita personal
income. Collier is below the mean in population density, which means they have more miles to
serve, with less population concentration, reducing opportunities for multi-loading.
Table 12
Demographics of Peer CTCs

Total Population (2000)1

217,955

126,731

"170,498

171,728

251,377

Potential TO PoP<Jlation2

81,132

55,130

48,065

61 ,442

96,880

969

677

996

881

2,11 5

225

187

171

194

119

29.0

47.3

36.1

37.5

44.1

$24,507

$40,186

$26,501

$30,398

$40,121

Total Square Miles
Population Density
Median Age (2000)1
Per Capita Personal lnoome3
1

U.S. census Bureau, 2000 Census

~From 2001 Annual Petfonnanec Report pre:pareo Dy 1M Commis$ioo forth& Transportation Disadvantaged,

bas.ed on foreca"'s using MtthOdOIO{}y GuldoliMS lot F019C8stN'Jg TD Tl8nspott8tion Demand at the County L&v&l
'Bureau of Economic Analysis, www.~f:.doc.oovJbea/reoionsll!i!i!~·htm

Comparative Performance
Performance measures for FY 2001 were calculated for Collier and each of its peer CTCs and
are shown in Table 13. In general, Collier provides, on average, fewer total passenger trips
and fewer trips per TO capita than its CTC peers.
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However, Collier's vehicle miles per passenger trip is 30 percent greater than its peers.
Accordingly, its cost per paratransit passenger trip is also above the peer mean. Interestingly,
Collier's operating expense per vehicle mile is 60% less than the peer group mean, and is the
lowest in the peer group.
In terms of safety and quality of service, Collier County's measure for accidents per 100,000
vehicle miles is 50% of the mean, but its vehicle miles between road calls was only 37% of the
mean, indicating a higher number of roadcalls.
Collier ranked highest among its peers and nearly twice the peer group mean for local
government revenue ratio (local government revenue divided by total operating expense},
indicating a high degree of local government commitment to Collier County's TO service.
Table13
Perfonnance Mea~ures for Peer CTCs (FY 2001)

~2tift.'T!~
~·

"®': '"' ru-biiliR~h.:i}kl;.;~
.~iif7!l"fff.<.F1f0%;;1)).6.1'l1
l
....,

Passengar Trips
Passenger Trips IJ<lr TO Capae

Vehicle Miles per Passenger Trip
Operating EXP<>nse per
Paratranslt Passenger Trip
Operating Expense per
Vehicle Mile
Accidents per 100,000

Vehide Miles
Vehicle Miles between Roa<lcalls
Local Govt. Revenue Ratio

~

~u.rm

~ .A't'i..::k::l...::t.::.......

~~

158,692

105,271

158,900

140,954

106,815

2.0

1.9

3.3

2.4

1 .1

10.3

4.0

6.1

6.8

11.6

$15.62

$13.94

$8.59

$12.72

$14.62

$1.43

$3.50

$1.40

$2.11

$1.26

0.9

1.0

0.5

0.8

0.4

not
reported

20,968

106,311

64,639

23,783

22.9%

34.6%

11.5%

23.0%

41.9%

CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the peer comparison reveals that Collier is performing below the CTC peer group mean
for all performance measures except operating expense per vehicle mile and local government
revenue ratio. Considering that the average trip length and operating expense per passenger
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trip are well above the mean, this becomes less significant.

However, the vehicle miles

between roadcalls needs immediate attention. This may be a result of aging vehicles.
These comparisons provide helpful insight into how well Collier County appears to be performing statistically; however, since many factors affect performance, they should not be used
as the sole measures to make inferences about the quality of Collier's paratransit service.
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TO BE SIGNED AT THE SEPTEMBER 13, 2002; MPO BOARD MEETI NG
.COLLIER COUNTY
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OISAOVANT AGED
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATION
MPOName:
Address:

Collier County Metropolitan Planning Organization
2685 South Horseshoe Drive, Suite 211
Naples. Florida 34104

The Collier County Metropolitan Planning Organization named above bereby certifies to the following:
1.

The mombership of lhe Collier County Local Coordinating Board, established pursuant to Rule 412.012(3), FAC, does in fact represent the appropriate parties as identified in the following list; and

2.

The membership represents, to the maximum extent feasible, a cross section of the local community.

Signature::_ _ -::-==~---:------'"'•t•e: - -- (MPO Chairperson)
Votmg Member (Tenn expires)

A Representative of:
1. Ch .

Alttmate

Comm. Donna Fiala

n.

N/A
N/A
N/A

2. Elderlv

Barbara Jooes

(0212003)

3. Disabled

Patricia Roach

(09/2005)

4. Citizen Advocate/Non User

Pau!Swzyk

(12/2003)

S. Citizen Advocate/User

Vacant

6. Veterans Services

Peter Kralev

7. Community Action
(economically disedvant02edl

Allan Bratton

8. Public Education

Kevin Hilliard

9. Fla Dept of Transportation

Richard Shine

Richard D!eyer
JanParbarn

10. Florida Department of Children &
Families

Hallie Devlin

Beth Freshwater

11. Fla Dept of EducatiQo Divis ion of
Vocational Rehabll~atlon Services

Mary Watford

12. Fla Dept Elder Affairs

Pam Fico

Vivian Williams
Dan Durocbet

13. Agent;y for Health Care Admin

Joe Martinez

Claude Herrin&IOn

14. State Cootdinating Council (Early

Vacant

.

NIA
N/A

(09/2005)

.

Kay Sedgwick
Flora O<>nzalez
T
Jordon

..

Childhood)

IS. Private Transp. Industry

Vacant

16. Mass Transit/Public Transit Industry

NIA

NIA
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2002 VEHICLE INVENTORY

Name of Organization: Collier County Board of County Commissioners
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CHECKER
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A&S
CARING

N
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COLLIER COUNTY GOVERNMENT
26SS SOUI'HHORSESHOBDRIVE, SUITE211
· NAPLBS,fL34104
(941) 403-2310
FAX: (941) :213-5815

BUS TRANSIT SYSTEM
ANNUAL SAFETY CERTIFICATION
DATE: February 19,2002
NAME: Collier County BCC
ADDRESS: 2685 South Horseshoe Drive Naples, Fl34104

.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH FLORIDA STATUI'E 341.061, 'I'BE BUS TRANSIT SYSTEM NAJ\mD ABOVE
BEREBY CERTIFIES TO TBE FOLLOWING:
1)

The adop\ion of a System Safety Program Plan (SSPP) pursuant to Florida
Department of 'I'.rallsponatioJ>.safety standa<ds set forth in Rale Chapter 14-90,
·
·
Floricla .Mrn!nistrative Code.

2)

Compliavce mlh adopted safety standards in lhe SSPP.

3)

PerfonD'Ulce of 8llllual safety IDspedions on all optrational buses in aocordance
with Role 14-90.009.

TiUe:.J'pblic Transportation flaw>tr

Name 8Dd A,.ddress of eatity(les) wbloh (have) performed safety lmpedions:
Canlu
J.

A & S Twupodi.tioa.

2.

OlriQg for Ki.S., Joe. ·
Cbed:e.r O.b

3.

Safe~)' Josi>ootor

S.pedor Thiel:. Naples
Me=liloAuto Repair, Naples
CMol:er Cab l'lc« S<ni=. Naples
Vo!rs Tcuoo. Naj>l<&
Sroilb A1111? Rtpait, !mmobke
Colliet Coon!)' Floel S<ni=. Naples

~
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LOCAL SERVICE COMPLAINTS
AND FORMAL GR.IEVANCE PROCEDURE/PROCESS

FOR COLLIER COUNTY
Existence of Complaint Policy and Procedures:
The Comer County Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged has
established the following procedures for the Community Transportation Coordinator to use to
address complaints from agencies, users, potential users, subcontrac.tors, and other interested
parties.
Definition of Service Inquiry:
Service inquiries are requests for infonnation about the service and can occur once or several

times in the course of a day's service. An example of a service inquiry is when a customer calls
the CTC and says, "My bus is a few minutes late, where is it?" Service inquiries are reported to
the driver or dispatcher or to otber individuals involved with the daily operations, and are usually
resolved by the CTC immediately or within the course of a reasonable time period suitable to the
complainant. Service inquiries do not have to be ·recorded' as a complaint.
Definition of Service Complaint:
Sen1ce wmplaints are routine incidents that occur on a daily basis, are reported to the driver or
dispatcher, or to other individuals involved with tbe daily operations. and are resolved within the
course of a reasonable time period suitable to tbe complainant. Service complaints should be
recorded as 'complaints.• The CTC is to total these service complaints on a yearly basis for the
CTD's Annual Operating report, (AOR). Service Complaints may include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"My bus is late." [beyond the On-Time Policy for the service area.) Late trips (late
pickup and or late drop-off;)
No-show by transportation operator;
No-show by client;
Client behavior;
Driver bebavjor;
Passenger discomfort;
Service denial (refused se.rvice to client without an explanation as to why, e.g. trulY not
qualify, lack of TO funds, etc.)

If unresolved, a routine service complaint can result in a formal grievance. [The Local
Coordinating Board has a separate "Grievance Procedure," available from the DOPA staff.]
Local service complaints are driven by the inability of the community transportation coordinator
or transportation operators to meet local service standards established by the community
transportation coordinator and local coordinating board.

Forms to Use to record a complaint:
The Community Transportation Coordinator shall utilize the attached Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged's Uniform Sen>ice Reporting [for Service Complaints)
January 1996 as a guide to the proper method to identify a complaint, determine its validity,
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complete a service repon, and acbi.e ve customer satisfaction. Carriers are to use the same
forms. Each complaint shall be assigned a Log Number to assist in tracking the resolution of
each complaint, All service complaints should be recorded.
Letting the Consumer know bow to complain:
The Community Transponation Coordinator shall make reasonable effons to ensure that its
customers know bow to complain. The CTC should announce the existence of its complaint
process in its brochures and other printed material, in its telephone recordings, and in signs
posted inside of the vehicles. The CTC should ensure that its information on how to complain is
provided to persons in accessible foi'Dlats as needed.
Posting Or Contacts in the Vehicles:
The CTC must ensure that the contact numbers for the CTC, for the CID's Ombudsman Hotline,
and the Local Neutral Zone are posted in eaeh vehicle.
Reporting Complaints:
A monthly summary of all complaints and their status of resolution, should be provided by the
Community Transponation Coordinator to the Designated Official Planning Agency. [see sample
form, attached.} The Designated Official Planning Agency will then provide the most current
summaries to the Local Coordinating Board for its next meeting. The Community
Transportation Coordinator shall collect service complaint statistics by operator, and by county.
Surveying customers to determine satisfaction levels and to make route improvements based on
future demand:
The Local Coordinating Board requires the Community Transponation Coordinator to conduct
periodic surveys of consumers in order to determine their level of satisfaction with services.
These surveys are also used by the Local Coordinating Board to evaluate the Community
Transponation Coordinator on factors associated with customer satisfaction. The surveys also
can be used to determine where the demand for service is.
The Community Transponation Coordinator is to conduct random surveys of consumers each
year. It is suggested that they conduct some surveys each month. (Although they could do some
in April and some in October.) The Community Ttansponation Coordinator is to 'send out'
enough surveys, in order 10 obtain 150 responses.
These surveys shall be On-Board surveys conducted by drivers, and telephonic surveys
conducted by LCB members. In addition lo this, the Commission for the Transponation
Disadvantaged's Quality Assurance team conducts random sample surveys of passengers
telephonically, during the biannual review of the Community Transportation Coordinators
The Community Transponation Coordinator will provide the surveys to the Designated Official
Planning Agency within a month after the survey is conducted. And, the DOPA will request the
CTD's QAPE to provide the DOPA with results of its surveys.
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Planning staff [with assistance
ihe i.ocat Coordinating Board's appropriate conunittee]
will tabulate the surveys and provide a report to the Local Coordinating Board for its next
meeting.
Agency Surveys:
The DOPA will conduct mailed out surveys of the agen.:ies on an annual basis (September) to
determine their levels of satisfaction with the County TD Program. The CTC shall provide the
DOPA with current mailing list of agencies they provide transportation to by September 15th.
Standards & Policies:
The Local Coordinating Board sets performance standards for the Community Transportation
Coordinator. The Local Coordinating Board evaluates the Community Transportation
Coordinator's performance based upon these standards and policies.
[Existing and updated] Standard 2.11 - Complaints. There shall be no more tban 1
complaints per 1,000 trips. The LCB should evaluate the CTC based upon the number
of complaints tbat are resolved, versus unresolved.
[Proposed] Standard 2.12- - Complaints. A noticeable increase in the number of
complaints as reported in the Quarterly report to the LCB, should be discussed by the
LCB.
Commission's Ombudaman Hotline:
The Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged bas an Ombudsman Program to assist
individuals with complaints. ·The toll-free Ombudsman Hotline is-1-8()()-983-2435.
IDENTIFICATION OF 'DOORWAYS'
There are many 'doorways' where a complaint regarding transportation services can enter the system.
These 'doorways' include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the driver of the vehicle;
the provider (the company that owns the vehicle)
the scheduler/dispatcher;
the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC);
the CTC' s ooard of directors;
funding agencies;
other agencies;
government offices;
designated official planning agency;
meetings of the Local Coordinating Board;
the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (through their ombudsman hotline)

Each 'doorway' should be aware of the Local Coordinating Board's transportation service complaint
procedures, and should work cooperatively to get complaints resolved by the most appropriate agency, as
soon as possible. The Local Coordinating Board service complaint procedure utilizes the attached
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Commission for the Tl-ansportatlon Disadvantaged's Uniform Service Reporting (for Service
Complaints! Jtu~uary 1996 as a guide to the proper method to resolve complaints.

DEVELOPMENT OF A "LOCAL NEUTRAL ZONE" FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
COMPLAINTS:
The Local Coordinating Board recognizes that there are times when a person may not feel comfortable
complaining to the entity that provides them transportation serviees, for fear of being 'cut otr from
service. To address this concern, the Designated Official Planning Agency shall serve as the neutral
zone. {In order to assist in resolving a complaint, the DOPA may need to call the CTC to discuss/he
incident.

If the Customer is retaliaJed against, they should call the DOPA/}
CONTACTS FOR SERVICE COMPLAINTS

Entity
Community Transportation
Coordinator

Contact Name & Address

Phone

Collier County Govemmem

(941}

---------------------Jim Van Pelt

--------------------(941) 649-4439 customer service

General Manager
ATC

(941) 649-0228 reservations
(800)

Designated Official
Planning Agency (DOPA}

CoUier Metropolitan Planning
Organization
Bob Herrington

(941) 659-5775

Local Coordinating Board

Hon. Donna Fiala

Commission for the
Transportation
Disadvantaged

Ombudsman Hotline
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Phone: (800) 983-2435
TDD (800} 648-4084

SER.'VIO: iu:PORT
County _ __

Log# _ __

Date of contac~ _ _ __ Time: - - - - Received by: - - - - - - - - - - Commendation [ 1 Suggestion [ 1

Complaint [ 1 Valid?: Yes [ 1 No [ 1

Name: ______________ ____________
Phone:---- - - -_-- _
Admess:
___
Contact:--------------------------WHERE? Fixed Route: _ _ ADA
Paratransit:
Operator: _ _ __
Vehicle Number
. Other (ll;fedicaid, dispatcher, scheduler, etc.):_ _ _ __
WHAT? _ _ Service (ride time, schedules, timeliness, attitude/conduct, drivers skill)
___ Policy (fares, co-payments, operation hours, prioritization, denied services)
___ Vehicle (safety, equipment, cleanliness)

Date of Occurrence: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Time: ____ Location:-------Statement of Reported Circumstances:------------- - - -- --

Resolution: No [] Yes [](If yes, complete section on Back.)
Intake Signature: ____________; Date: - - - -- - Critical Issue? No [ ] Yes [ ] & REFER TO SUPERVISOR IMMEDIATELY
critical issues include: physical, verbal, or substance abuse; any life threatening situation (reckless driving,
passenger abandonment, accidents/incidents.)
Has this person reported this same problem before? No [ ]. Yes [ ] When?
Log#
Details _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____
Log#

Details----- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -

D·S

SERVICE REPORT- PAGE 2

Log # - -- · continued

Follow up D a t e : - - - - - - - Comments: - - -- -- - - - - - - - -

Signature:-------- -- -- - -- Date:-- - - - - - - - - - Findings: (attach statements of all panies involved.)-- - - - - - - - - - - - --

Signature: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ D a t e : - - - - - - - - - - Resolution
Action Taken/Date : - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Was Corrective action necessary? No [ 1 Yes [ 1 Explain: - - - - - - - - - - -

Is customer satisfied with resolution? Yes [ 1 No [ ] Unknown ( 1
If NO, inform the customer of Local Coordinating Board's Fonnal Grievance Procedures.
Did customer file a formal grievance?

Yes [ I No [ I Unknown [ I

Signature: _ _ __ _ __ ________ Date:-- - - - -- - - -- Carriers are to use these forms to record complaints. Please use one form per complaint, do
not group complaints onto one form. Use the Log# when responding to inquiries about
each complaint.

Monthly Summary of Service Complaints re.:eived by the CTC [or otber Doorways]
and how they were resolved.

Senic:e ( ride rime, schedules, timeliness.• attitude/conduct)
Policy (fares, co-payments, operation hours, prioritization, "won't go to... ")
Vehicle (safety, equipment, cleanliness)
Log#

date of
contact

involved wbat:

Service
Policy
Vehicle

wbich
contracted
operator

status of resolution

totll

compla.ints
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FORMAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES- - COLLIER COUNTY
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD FOR THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED
Introduction

The Collier County Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged has established the
following rules and procedures to address grievances from agencies, users, potential users,
subcontractors, and other interested parties.
Authority
According to Rule 41-2.012(5)(c), Florida Administrative Code, the Local Coordinating Board shall
"appoint a Grievance Committee to serve as a mediator to process and investigate complaints, from
agencies, users, potential users of the system and the Community Transportation Coordinator in the
designated service area, and make recommendations to the Coordinating Board for improvement of
service. The Coordinating Board shall establish procedures to provide ... opportunities for issues to be
brought before such committee and to address them in a timely manner..."
It should be noted that there is a difference between "hearing" a grievance and "hearing and
determining" a grievance. Neither the Grievance Resolution Cornrnittee nor the Local Coordinating
Board has the authority to "hear and determine" a grievance. They only have the authority to "Hear"
and advise. When an entity makes a determination of the rights, duties, privileges, benefits, or legal
relationships of a specified person or persons, it is exercising "adjudicative'' or "determinative" powers.
Deciding a grievance between two independent parties may fall within these parameters, depending on
the nature of the grievance. Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, grants no adjudicative powers to anyone.
Even though the Local Coordinating Board does not have determinative authority, the recognition of
problems by the various members of the Local Coordinating Board is a very useful method to resolve
many issues. In addition, it should be noted that since the Local Coordinating Board is involved in the
development and approval of the Community Transportation Coordinator's Service Plan, and since the
Local Coordinating Board also conducts the annual evaluation of the Community Transportation
Coordinator, there are significant opportunities for the Local Coordinating Board to make changes
where needed.

Formal Grievance Policy and Procedures:
Section 1 : Creation
1.1

There is hereby created a formal grievance procedure for the Collier County transportation
disadvantaged program as specified by the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged
pursuant to Chapter 427, Florida Statures. and Rule 41-2.012, Florida Administrative Code,
hereinafter refereed to as the Grievance Process. The following rules and procedures shall
constitute the grievance process to be utilized in the Coordinated Community Transportation
System in Collier County.

1.2

Section 2: Defmitions

2.1

As used in these rules and procedures the following words and tenus shall have tbe meanings

assigned therein. Additional transportation disadvantaged program definitions can be found in
Chapter 427, Florida Statutes.• and Rule 41-2, Florida Administrative Code.
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A)

Community Transp<>rtatloo Coordinator: (CfC) Means a ttansponation entity

recommended by a Metropolitan Planning Organization or by the appropriate
designated official planning agency as provided for in Chapter 427 Florida Statutes, in
an area outside the purview. of a Metropolitan Planning Organization and approved by
the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged, to ensure that coordinated
transportation services are provided to serve the wmsportation disadvantaged
population in a designated service area.
B)

Designated Official Planning Agency (DOPA) means the official body or agency
designated by the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged to fulfill the
functions of transportation disadvantaged planning in areas not covered by a
MetropOlitan Planning Organization. Tbe Metropolitan Planning Organization shall
serve as the designated official planning agency in areas covered by such
organizations.

C)

Transp<>rtatlon Disadvantaged (TD) user of the system, means, 427 .011( I) "Those
persons who because of physical or mental disability, income status, or age, or who for
other reasons are unable to transp<>rt themselves or to purchase transportation, and are
therefore, dependent upon others to obtain access to health care, employment,
education, shopping, social activities, or other life sustaining activities, or children who
are disabled or high risk or at risk as defined in Chapter 411.202, Florida Statutes.

D)

Agency: Means an official, officer, commission, authority, council, committee,
department, division, bureau, board, section, or any other unit or entity of the state or
of a city, town, municipality, county, or other local governing body or a private
nonprofit entity providing transportation services as all or pan of its charter.

E)

Transp<>rtatlon Operator: Means one or more public, private for-profit or private
non-profit entities engaged by the community transportation coordinator to provide
service to transportation disadvantaged persons pursuant to a Transportation
Disadvantaged Service Plan, (TDSP).

F)

Service Complaint: events that may occur on a daily basis and are reported to tbe
driver or dispatcher or other individuals involved with the daily operations, and are
resolved within the course of a reasonable time period suitable to the complainan~ For
more information, see the Local Coordinating Board's policy on Complaints,
[elsewhere in the TDSP].

G)

Formal Grievance documents any concerns regarding the operation or administration
of Transportation Disadvantaged services by the transportation operator, the
Community Transportation Coordinator, the Designated Official Planning Agency, or
the Local Coordinating Board. A formal grievance may also he a service complaint
that bas been left unresolved for more than 45 days. The formal grievance should
demonstrate or establish their concerns as clearly as possible. Formal Grievances may
include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Recurring or unresolved Service Complaints. (see above definition;)
Violations of specific laws governing the provision ofTD services i.e. Chapter
427 F.S., Rule 41-2 F.A. C. and accompanying documents, Sunshine Law,
Americans with Disabilities Act, (ADA;)
Coordination disputes;
Agency compliance;
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•

Conflicts of interest;

•
•
•

Supplanting of funds;
Billing and/or accounting procedures;
Policies of the Local Coordinating Board (LCB), particularly the Prioritization
Policy ..

H.)

Administrative Hearing process; Chapter 120, Florida Statutes.

1.)

Ombudsman Program means a toll free phone number established and administered
by the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged to enable persons to access
infonnation and /or file complaints or grievances regarding transportation services
provided under the coordinated effort of the community transportation coordinator.
See contact infonnation for phone numbers.

Section 3: Objectives
3.1

The objective of the local coordinating board's grievance process shall be to process,
investigate and make recommendations in a timely manner on formal grievances that are not

resolved between the grievant and the other party (or parties.) It is not the objective of the
grievance process to have "adjudicative" or "determinative" powers.
3.2

The community transportation coordinator and its service operators and other transportation
subcontractors must post the contact person's name and telephone number regarding the
reporting of complaints [and the reporting of grievances] in each vehicle.

3.3

The grievance procedures and all documents pertaining to the grievance process will be made
ava.ilable to the grieving party.

3.4

The grievance procedures and all documents pertaining to the grievance process will be made
available, upon request, in a fonnat accessible to persons with disabilities.

3.5

Other than this grievance process, aggrieved parties with proper standing may also have
recourse through Chapter 120, Florida Statutes, the Administrative Hearing Process, or through
the judicial court system.

Section 4: Membership
4. 1

The local coordinating board's ad hoc grievance resolution committee shall be composed of a
minimum of three (3) voting members or alternates of the local coordinating board. Members
shall be appointed to the Ad hoc grievance resolution committee by the LCB chairperson or
his/her designee. The Ad hoc grievance resolution committee membership shall include a
representative of users of the coordinated transponation system. The LCB chairperson or
his/her designee reserves the right to make reappointments to the Ad hoc grievance resolution
committee should any conflicts of interest arise.

4.2

The LCB chairperson or his/her designee shall appoint one member of the Ad hoc grievance
resolution committee to serve as its chairperson.

4.3

The LCB chairperson's designee shall be a member of the TD planning staff from the
designated official planning agency. The TD planning staff serve as facilitators to the
grievance process. Every effort shall be made by the participants of the ad hoc grievance
resolution committee to conduct the process as diplomatically as possible.
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4.4

In cases where a grievance involves the private or personal or professional interests of a
member of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee, such member shall be disqualified from
hearing such a grievance.
., ·
·· ·

4.5

Local Coordinating Board members who represent affected agencies will be invited to
grievance bearings as advisors.

4.6

No member of the local coordinating board shaU appear before the Grievance Committee as an
agent or attorney for any person.

Section 5: Terms of Members
5.1

The members of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee shall serve at the pleasure of the
LCB chairperson or his/her designee, for the duration of the grievance for which they are
appointed.

5.2

The members of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee may be removed for cause by the
LCB chairperson or his/her designee.

5.3

The quorum shall be a simple majority. Meetings shall be held at such times as the ad hoc
grievance resolution committee may determine and/o.r as necessitated by the formally ftled
grievance.

Seclion 6: Grievance Procedures

6.1

Grievance procedures have been developed by the Local Coordinating Board, based upon
guidelines from the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged.

6.2

The Local Coordinating Board's grievance procedures are for the purposes of listening to the
grievance, providing advise and making recommendations to the affected parties of the
grievance. The Local Coordinating Board may not exercise adjudicative powers. Aggrieved
parties with proper standing may also have recourse through Chapter 120, Florida Statutes,
Adminislrative Hearing Process, or the judicial court.

6.3

When necessary, the designated official Planning agency's Transportation Disadvantaged
Program staff shall provide assistance to individuals to prepare written grievances.

6.4

The formal grievance process shall be open to any person or agency wishing to address
concerns involving: purchasing agencies, users, potential users, private for-profit operators,
private non-profit operators, the Coordinator, the Designated Official Planning Agency, elected
officials, drivers.

6.5

The administrators of the grievance process shall make every effort to ensure that the grieving
party has exercised the other procedures in place, including the LCB's Complaint procedures,
or the CTC's internal complaints procedtues for its subcontractors.

Note: If it is an unresolved service complaint, the grievant will be asked if they have contacted the
community lransportation coordinator for assistance in resolving their complaint. The grievant
should have made reasonable effort to have their service complaint resolved by the CTC. The
community transportation coordinator is responsible for resolving service complaints.
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If the CTC ltas an internal grievance policy, appropriate grievances will be fonvarded
back to the CTCfor resolution, prior to being considered as a formal grievance for the
local coordinating board.

Section 7: Filing the formal grievance
7.I

The grievant should demonstrate or establish their concems as clearly as possible. The
grievance should try to demonstrate or establish a clear violation of a specific Jaw, regulation,
or contractual arrangement. Copies of pertinent laws and regulations may be obtained from the
Designated Official Planning Organization's Transportation Disadvantaged Program staff.

7.2

The grievance must be filed to the Grievance Committee within ninety (90) days after the
occurrence of the event giving rise to the grievance. The grievance shall be sent to:
Southwest Florida Regional Planning Council
Transportation Disadvantaged Program
Local Coordinating Board Ad Hoc Grievance Resolution Committee
P.O. Box 3455
North Fort Myers, FL 33918-3455
(941) 656-7720

7.3

The grievance shall include:
a.

the name and address and telephone number of the grievant; 11tey do notlwve to have
an address or phone in order to file a grievance, but they need a place which will
receive mail for them, and a phone where we may contact them.

b.

a statement of the grounds for the grievance. supplemented by supporting
documentation, made in a clear and concise manner. This shall include a description of
the efforts taken by the grievant to resolve the issue: and

c.

an explanation by the relief desired by the grievant.

If the grievant does not supply the above infonnation to substantiate the grievance(s) no further
action will be taken.
[See section 6.3, above, about assistance in getting formal grievances
reduced to writing,)
7.4

The date the formal grievance containing items a, b. and c, above, is received in writing shall
be the date the formal grievance was ftled.

7.5

Upon receipt of the fonnal grievance, the designated official planning agency transportation
disadvantaged planning staff will have 10 working days to contact the grievant by telephone•.
to discuss the materials received, and ask for additional information which may be necessary in
order to file the grievance.
• when the desigrtated official planning agency makes or attempts to make these telephonic
contacts, they will enter records of the calls into a log for that grievance.

7.6
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If the designated official planning agency transportation disadvantaged planning staff is unable
to estabtish contact by telephone within the 10 working days; they will write a lener to the
grievant, and send it by certified mail to the grievant. The leuer wilt indicate that the formal

grievance has been received, ani! tliiit te1eplloiilc contact was unsuccessful, and that the
grievance has either been filed, or that additional information is necessary in order to file the
grievance.
7.7

The designated official planning agency will have 10 working days from the date the grievance
was filed to contact the chairperson of the local coordinating board, telephonically to inform of
the receipt of the formal grievance, and proceed with the selection of the ad hoc grievance
resolution committee. If the chairperson is not available, the DOPA staff may then contact the
vice-chairperson.

7.8

The designated official planning agency will have 10 working days from the date the grievance
was filed to contact the community transportation coordinator (if the grievance involves the
ere,) to inform that a formal grievance has been filed.

7.9

The designated official planning agency will have 10 working days from the date the LCB
chair was contacted about the grievance [in Section 7.7] to contact members of the local
coordinating board to establish the membership of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee.
Pursuant to Section 4.2 of this Process, the chairperson of the ad hoc grievance resolution
committee will be established at this time.

7.10

After the designated official planning agency has received an agreement to serve as a member
of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee from the sufficient amount of local coordinating
board members, the designated official planning agency wiU have 10 working days to set up a
meeting to mediate the grievance. The grievant, the chairperson of the ad hoc grievance
resolution committee, the designated official planning agency staff will attend the mediation.
[The CTC will be included in tbis meeting, if the grievance involves the CI'C.]
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After the mediation meeting, the designated official planning agency shall prepare arepoxt
regarding the meeting outcome. The report shall be sent to the grievant, the LCB chairperson,
and the chairperson (and all members) of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee within 10
working days of the date of the meeting.
·

7.12

The Chairperson of the AD-hoc Grievance Committee or DOPA staff will check with the
grieving party in 10 working days, to determine whether tbey are resolved_

7.13

If mediation is successful, the grievance is closed.

Section 8: If Mediation is not snccessful:
8.1

If the grievance is not resolved through mediation the grievant may request in writing that their
grievance be beard by the ad hoc grievance resolution committee. Tbe grievant has 10 days
from their receipt of the report (mentioned in Section 7.11). to notify the chairperson of the ad
hoc grievance resolution committee through the designated official planning agency..

8.2

Upon receipt of the written notice described in Section 8.1, the designated official planning
agency has 15 working days to contact the chairperson and other members of the ad hoc
grievance resolution committee, the grievant, and the involved parties, to set a grievance

meeting date and location.
8.3

The Grievant and all involved parties shall he notified of the meeting date and location at least
7 working days prior to the meeting date by certified mail, return receipt requested.
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Section 9: A meeting of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee Is held:
9.1

All involved parties have a right to present their views to the Grievance Committee, either
orally or in writing. In addition, all parties may present evidence.

9.2

The Grievance Committee may at any time during the course of the meeting question the
parties and their witnesses on any facts which it deems material to the alleged improper action.

9.3

The entire meeting shall be recorded electronically, on tape. Any party requesting a copy of
the transcription shall pay all costs incurred in furnishing the copy of the transcription.

9.4

The Grievance Committee will follow a meeting agenda in accordance with the procedures
herein set forth:
A.

call to order;

B.

presentation of grievance;

I.

presentation of grievance by Grievant, which will also include witnesses, if
applicable, and

2.

response of concerned parties, which will include witnesses, if applicable.

C.

discussion of grievance, which shall tak.e place in accordance with Roberts Rules of
Order amongst the Grievance Committee, staff, the grievant and other interested
parties. Discussion shall focus solely on the grievance as filed by the grievant;

D.

following discussion of the grievance, the Grievance Committee may submit a
recommendation to the Coordinating Board in response to the grievance; and

E.

close meeting.

9.5

Upon conclusion of the grievance meeting. the ad hoc grievance resolution committee must
submit a written report of the meeting proceedings to the chairperson of the local coordinating
board within I 0 working days. The report must outline the grievance. and provide the
findings/recommendations of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee.

9.6

If the grievance is resolved through the Meeting process, the grievance process will end. The
fmal report will be forwarded to the members of the local coordinating board.

Section 10:

10.1
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If the grievaDte is not resolved through tbe meeting of the ad boc grievance
resolntion committee

If the grievance is not resolved through the meeting of the ad hoc grievance resolution
committee. the grievant may request in writing that their grievance be beard by the local
coordinating board. This request shall be sent to the Chairperson of the Local Coordinating
Board, through the designated official planning agency. and must be made within 10 working
days of their receipt of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee's report (in Section 9.5)
Immediately following the meeting of the ad hoc grievance resolution committee, the grievant
may make their request that their grievance be heard by the Local Coordinating Board.
however, the time frame will"wait" until the ad hoc grievance resolution committee's report is
prepared and received, as described in 9.5.

10.2

The Local Coordinating Board chairperson shaU have 15 working days to set a meeting date.
Members of the Local Coordinating ijoard shall have at least I0 working days notice of such
meeting. The meeting of the loci.i coordinatiiig board shall be advertised appropriately.

10.3

The grievance shall be presented at the meeting of the local coordinating board. The Local
Coordinating Board will follow a meeting agenda in accordance with the procedures herein set
forth:
A.

call to order;

B.

presentation of grievance;
I.

presentation of grievance by Grievant, which will also include witnesses, if
applicable, and

2.

response of concerned parties, which will include witnesses, if applicable.

C.

discussion of grievance, which shall take place in accordance with Roberts Rules of
Order amongst the Local Coordinating Board, staff, the grievant and other interested
parties. Discussion shall foc.us solely on the grievance as filed by the grievant;

D.

following discussion of the grievance, the Local Coordinating Board may submit a
re<:ommendations to the appropriate parties in response to the grievance; and

E.

close meeting.

10.4

The resuhs, findings and recommendations of the local coordinating board shall be outlined in
a final report to be completed within 10 working days of the meeting. Tbe report shall be
forwarded to the grievant, members of the Local Coordinating Board, the Community
Transportation Coordinator, and all other persons/agencies directly involved in this grievance
process.

10.5

If the grievance has not been resolved through these local coordinating board procedures, the
grievant may request that their grievance be heard by the Commission for the Transportation
Disadvantaged .

Section 11: Prohibition Against Retaliation
11.1

No individual shall be unlawfully denied Transportation Disadvantaged services because such
individual has filed a grievance related to the Transportation Disadvantaged Program or has
testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding or investigation related to the
Transportation Disadvantaged Program. [This shall be monitored by the DOPA.]

Appeals to the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged
Should a grievant remain dissatisfied wi!h the Local Coordinating Board or Community Transportation
Coordinator's recommendation, he or she may contact the Commission for the Transportation
Disadvantaged at the following address:
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Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged
605 Suwannee Stteet. MS-49
Tallahassee. Florida 32399-0450
The Commi.ssion for the Transportation Disadvantaged also has an Ombudsman Program to assist
individuals with complaints. The toll-free Ombudsman Hotline is-1-800·983·2435.
Chapter 427. F.S. does not expressly confer the power or authority for the Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged to "'hear and detennine" a grievance between two third parties. The
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged may choose to listen to grievances and it can
investigate them from a fact-fmding perspective. It cannot be the "judge" or "arbiter" of the grievance
in the sense of detennining that one party's version of the facts is right and the other is wrong, and
order the wrong party to somehow compensate the right party. On the other hand, the grievance may
bring to light a problem within "the system."
However, if the grievance showed that one of the parties with whom the Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged contracts was acting so aberrantly as to not be in compliance with its
contract. the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged could exercise whatever contractual
rights it has to correct the problem. Accordingly, the Commission for the Transportation
Disadvantaged may take part in the grievance process. if it wants to. for purposes of listening to the
grieving parties and gathering the facts of the matter. It may not decide the grievance, where doing so
would amount to an exercise of adjudicative powers.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------COLLIER COUNTY LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD FOR THE
TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED
··GRIEVANCE RESOLUTION CONTACTS

Entity

Community Transportation
Coordinator

Cootact Name & Address

Phooe

Collier County:

(941)

Intelittan:
·· Jim Van Pelt

(941) 649-0228
(800)
(941) 659-5775

Planning Agency (DOPA)

Bob Herrington
CoUier Metropolitan Planning
Organization

Local Coordinating Board
Chaiiperson

Hon. Donna Fiala

Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged

Ombudsman Hotline

MPO •• Designated Official
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Phone: (800) 983-2435
TDD (800) 648-4084

MODU'LE7
COST EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY OF THE COORDINATED SYSTEM
Module 7• Table I

Module Prepared By:- JVP
Based uoon the monthlv AORs .
CTCFY 2000·2001

Previous
Period
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1.64

1.69

.09

.09

Measure

Number of vehicles
Number of trips
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1. Total Expense per Pessenger Trip ("Operating Expense
oer Passenaer Trip")

2. Total Expense per Vehicle Mile ("Op expense per Vh
mile")

3-. Operating Expense per Driver Hour
4.

Administrative Expense as a Percentage of Total
Operating Expense

5. Passenger Trips per Vehicle
6 . Passenger Trips per Vehicle Hour

7. Passenger Trips per Vehicle Mile

8. Volunteer-provided Trips as a Percentage of Total Trips
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Module Prepared by:..,J:y_V.:.P_ _

Module 7, Table II
Based upon:

11. In which cost-effectiveness and efficiency areas has the coordinator improved?

Overall expenses for 2000 appeared to be lower. However, it was difficult to
determine since the review period is for 10/1/99 to 9/30/00 and the OPR [AOR) used to
review costs is for 7/1/00.6/30/01
12. In which areas has the coordinator worsened?
13. What changes in service may account for this change?
14. What areas should be targeted for improvement?
15a. Date of CTC's last financial aud~: (Source: Collier County Comprehensive Annual Financial
Report)
b. Were there critical findings to be resolved?
c. If so. have they been fully resolved?

[]Yes[X)No
[]Yes[]No

Module 7 End notes:
1. This Module was built from several different editions of Module 7: Cost Effectiveness and
Efficiency of the Coordinated System of the CUTRICTD workbooks & worksheets.
2 Administrative expenses were not always collected for the Annual Operating Report.
3. Peer review of CTC is not conducted.

Discussion Notes on Module 7:

Evaluation Committee Comments on Module 7:
Evaluation Committee Recommendations to tbe LCB on Module 7:
"The Evaluation Committee recommends that the LCB recommend that the CTC do the
following ...."

How this Module was scored, based on either '(yes/no)' or 1.00 to 5.00

Go On To The Next Module !
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CTC's baseline info chart.
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MODULE9
COSTS OFTRANSJ:>ORTATION OPERATORS
This Module compares the rates paid to operators, not what their costs are.
Module 9, Table I
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Flat Contract Rate (s) ($ amountlunrt)
indicate unij
Detail other rates as needed
Urban
Urban Group
Rural
Rural Group
Charter (Fixed Route)
Ou~;de Service Area (Plus $1 .40 per
mite

$12.00
$9.50
$27.50
$14.50
$45.00

$12.00
$9.50
$27.50
$14.50
$45.00

$12.50

$12.50

.

Operatloo Elg1tlnse per Passenoer Trill_

$15.99

$16.43

'

Ooeratlno Exoense oer Vehicle Mile 1

$1.44

$1.51

5182
1.87

4,883
1.89

1.69

1.69

.

Trios oer Vehicle ( vhs.)
PassenQertripsperDnverHour
Passen~r

.

Passenaer Trips per Vehicle Hour

.

Passenger Trips per Vehicle Mile

.09

.09
Special or unique considerations which impact costs? (Y or N)
Comments:
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Module 9, Table II

Modulo Prepared by:._ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
Based Upon:

8. Compare each operator to their peers. Circle the areas where each operator excels. Which operators
compare especially well?
This Module compares the rates of service, not the costs of service.
9. Compare this year to last year.
Different operators come and go from FY to FY.

Other Reviewer Comment on Module 9:
Operating expenses for vehicle mile increased which appeared to be acceptable due to the rise in
gas prices per gallon.

Other Reviewer Recommendations on Module 9:
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Discussion Notes on Module 9:

Evaluation Committee Comments on Module 9:

Enluatlon Committee Recommendations to the LCB on Module 9:

"The Evaluation Committee recommends that the LCB recommend that the CTC do the
following...."
How this Module was scored, based on either '(yes/no)' or 1.00 to 5.00.

Go On To The Next Module !
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